1 Getting started definitions

In these terms and conditions, the following words and phrases have the following meanings (unless the context otherwise requires):

“Acceptance form” means the acceptance of terms and conditions form, which must be signed by the institution and the principal investigator to accept the grant;

“Arising intellectual property” means any intellectual property rights created or developed in the course of the project or otherwise with the use of the grant;

“Award letter” means the letter from World Cancer Research Fund International (WCRF International) and the grantor charity, notifying the principal investigator of the award of the grant in accordance with section 1.1;

“Grant” means the grant awarded to the institution by the grantor charity, in the amount specified in the award letter;

“Grant period” means the period for which the grant is awarded, as specified in the award letter;

“Grantor charity” means the WCRF/AICR Network charity which is funding the grant, being World Cancer Research Fund (WCRF), Wereld Kanker Onderzoek Fonds (WKOF), American Institute for Cancer Research (AICR), or a combination of these charities, as identified in the award letter;

“Intellectual property rights” means all patents, rights to inventions, utility models, copyright and related rights, trademarks, service marks, trade, business and domain names, rights in trade dress or get-up, rights in goodwill or to sue for passing off, unfair competition rights, rights in designs, rights in computer software, database rights, topography rights, rights in confidential information (including know-how and trade secrets) and any other intellectual property rights, in each case whether registered or unregistered and including all applications for, and renewals or extensions of, such rights, and all similar or equivalent rights or forms of protection in any part of the world;

“Institution” means the university, medical school, hospital, research institute or other academic centre at which the project will be carried out and which employs or retains the principal investigator and to which the grant will be paid, as specified in the award letter;

“Open access” means making publications freely available online so that they can be viewed by members of the public, and not just academics or those with access via libraries;

“Principal investigator” means the individual who is performing or supervising the project, as named in the award letter;

“Project” means the research project for which the grant is awarded, as set out in the award letter;

“Terms and conditions” means these terms and conditions of grant, which govern the grant from the grantor charity to the Institution;

“WCRF International” means World Cancer Research Fund International, a not-for-profit association established in Belgium, which manages and administers the grant. World Cancer Research Fund International is funded by the WCRF/AICR Network of charities. The charities in the Network are: World Cancer Research Fund (WCRF), Wereld Kanker Onderzoek Fonds (WKOF), and American Institute for Cancer Research (AICR).
1.1 Notice
Successful applicants are notified in writing by WCRF International’s Science and Research Department by early October after grants are approved for funding at the end of September every year. The award letter includes the dates of the grant period, the amount of funds authorised during the period indicated and the grantor charity that is funding the grant.

1.2 World Cancer Research Fund International and the grantor charity
WCRF International manages and administers the INSPIRE Grant Programme on behalf of the WCRF/AICR Network.

The relevant WCRF/AICR Network charities are:
- World Cancer Research Fund (WCRF)
- Wereld Kanker Onderzoek Fonds (WKOF)
- American Institute for Cancer Research (AICR)

The award letter will specify which of the WCRF/AICR Network charities is the grantor charity – please contact WCRF International if in any doubt.

In managing and administering the grant and exercising its rights under these terms and conditions, WCRF International will, where it is appropriate to do so, act in consultation with the grantor charity.

1.3 Grant agreement
The grant is awarded to the Institution, on the basis that the principal Investigator will be carrying out or supervising the project. On notification of the award of the grant, WCRF International will send the institution a payment details form and an acceptance of terms and conditions form. These forms must be completed and signed by authorised staff at the institution (constituting the relevant Head of Department or other person authorised to accept the grant on behalf of the institution, the Finance Officer, and representatives from the Press Department and Human Resources or individuals holding equivalent positions) and the principal investigator, and returned to WCRF International at least one month before the grant’s proposed start date.

By completing and signing the acceptance of terms and conditions form, the institution and the principal investigator agree to accept the grant and comply with these terms and conditions, and the institution agrees to take such steps as are necessary to ensure the compliance of the principal investigator and all parties and individuals working on the project with these terms and conditions. In order to avoid delays please make sure that the principal investigator and the institution’s representatives are made aware of these terms and conditions as soon as possible.

These terms and conditions shall continue to apply for so long as any of them remain unperformed.

1.4 Grant start date
The project should start between 1 November and 1 April. In exceptional circumstances, the institution may contact WCRF International in writing requesting a delayed start date.

WCRF International will notify the institution of its decision in writing. The grant will be awarded for one calendar year as specified in the award letter.

1.5 Payments
The award letter will notify the institution of the identity of the grantor charity. All payments of the grant will be made by the grantor charity solely to the institution, and WCRF International is not responsible for ensuring payment of the grant by the grantor charity. Payments will be made in arrears on a monthly basis by electronic transfer to the institution’s bank account. All grant application budgets are approved in US dollars (USD $) but the grant is awarded in the currency of the grantor charity. The amount to be paid under the grant shall be determined by the board of the grantor charity at its sole discretion.

Grants awarded by WCRF will be paid in pounds sterling (£). Please note: if the institution uses a currency other than pounds sterling (£), then the monthly payment will be subject to any fluctuations in the exchange rate when the payment is converted to that currency. These fluctuations will be at the institution’s expense or gain.

Grants awarded by WKOF will be paid in euros (€). Please note: if the institution uses a currency other than euros (€), then the monthly payment will be subject to any fluctuations in the exchange rate when the payment is converted to that currency. These fluctuations will be at the institution’s expense or gain.

Grants awarded by AICR will be paid in US dollars ($). Please note: if the institution uses a currency other than US dollars ($), then the monthly payment will be subject to any fluctuations in the exchange rate when the payment is converted to that currency. These fluctuations will be at the institution’s expense or gain.

Any queries regarding payments can be sent to finance@wcrf.org, copying grants@wcrf.org

1.6 Photograph
A quote about the project and a high-resolution (print quality) digital photograph of the principal investigator must be submitted.
2 Changes to the grant

2.1 Changes to the grant budget
The grant must be spent exclusively in support of the project and within the grant period, and no funds received from the grantor charity under the grant may be transferred to other research projects or used for any other purposes without the prior written consent of WCRF International. The grant is based on the budget submitted with the application and will be in the amount specified in the award letter. The grant will not be increased to reflect any increase in costs, and any such increase is the responsibility of the institution.

2.2 The grant must be spent in accordance with the original budget that was submitted with the application for the grant. To allow the institution to meet the agreed objectives of the grant, funds may be transferred within and between budget categories (personnel, PhD students, equipment, supplies, travel for conferences/meetings, open access publication and miscellaneous) without WCRF International’s prior approval.

2.3 Changes of institution
If the principal investigator leaves their position at the institution and joins another institution, the grant may be transferred to the new institution for completion of the project at the new institution with prior written approval from WCRF International. In order for such a transfer to take place, the principal investigator must submit, with sufficient notice, a letter to WCRF International requesting the transfer of the grant to the new institution. The letter must include the following information:

a) A statement guaranteeing that the new institution has the necessary technical and personnel resources to continue with the project;

b) A statement guaranteeing the new institution officially accepts the WCRF International grant, and that relevant representatives have agreed to these terms and conditions;

c) The principal investigator’s full address and contact details (including new job title if changed) at the new institution;

d) The new institution’s bank details, for the grant payments; and

e) Contact details of the head of department/section and a senior financial representative at the new institution.

In addition, WCRF International must also receive a final financial accounting report of all expenditure from the original institution, and any unexpended funds must be returned to the grantor charity via WCRF International. Payments will only be initiated to the new institution upon receipt of final financial accounting of all expenditure from the original institution.

WCRF International will notify the principal investigator in writing of whether the grant transfer has been approved, and send the new institution and the principal investigator a new acceptance of terms and conditions form which must be signed and returned to WCRF International in accordance with section 1.3 above in order for the transfer to take effect.

The above requirements also apply to grants that are transferred before the start date of the grant. Any changes to the institution named in a grant application must also be notified to WCRF International in advance.

2.4 Employment and personnel changes
Personnel employed on the project are employees of (or otherwise retained or contracted by) the Institution, and not WCRF International or the grantor charity. Therefore, all costs, taxes and expenses (including those pertaining to maternity and sick leave) incurred by or in respect of all employees, staff, contractors, students or others engaged in carrying out the project are the sole responsibility of the institution.

2.5 The Institution and the principal investigator are responsible for ensuring that the project is carried out in accordance with the approved project description and budget. If personnel essential to continuing the project leave (or go on maternity leave or long-term sickness leave), the institution and the principal investigator are responsible for the recruitment of a replacement to conclude the project. The institution and principal investigator must inform WCRF International in writing of any personnel changes.

If the personnel change is likely to delay the project substantially, WCRF International reserves the right to suspend payments of the grant until such time as appropriate replacement personnel are found.

WCRF International will then notify the institution and the principal investigator that the grant will be extended and will resume using the remaining funds from the grant.

2.6 WCRF International requires the institution to identify any risks that could affect the health of a new or expectant mother or a person with a disability, and to take the necessary action as a result of the risk assessment.

2.7 Changes to principal investigator
The institution must ensure that the principal investigator carries out or supervises the project, in accordance with the terms and conditions. The principal investigator may only be replaced with another individual under exceptional circumstances and with prior written approval from WCRF International. When replacement of the principal investigator is required,
the original principal investigator must submit a letter including the following information:

a) The reason for the requested change;

b) Evidence that the proposed new principal investigator is eligible and qualified to undertake the project;

c) Support for the new principal investigator from the institution;

d) A statement guaranteeing the new principal investigator accepts the grant, and that they have agreed to these terms and conditions; and

e) Biographical information for the proposed new principal investigator, including CV information (as an attachment to the letter – refer to ‘Attachment 3. biographical information’ of the online application form).

If applicable, any co-applicants of the original principal investigator must also write to WCRF International, stating their support for the new principal investigator.

WCRF International will notify the principal investigator and the institution in writing of whether the transfer has been approved, and send the new principal investigator and the institution a new acceptance of terms and conditions form, which must be signed and returned to WCRF International in accordance with section 1.3 above in order for the replacement to take effect.

The above requirements also apply to replacements of the principal investigator before the start date of the grant, including any changes to the principal investigator named in a grant application.

2.8 Unfunded extension

The grant period may be extended beyond the date specified in the award letter with prior written approval from WCRF International.

No additional funds will be provided. Requests for extensions should be submitted no less than three months prior to the expiration of the grant period. The request should be emailed to WCRF International in the form of an attachment letter explaining, in sufficient detail, the reason for the delay, the need for an extension, and a breakdown of the work that will be carried out during the extension. Any grant budget underspend also needs to be documented in the letter.

WCRF International will notify the principal investigator and the institution in writing of its decision whether or not to allow the extension. Depending on the length of the extension, an interim progress report and an interim financial statement may be requested from the principal investigator, detailing the work carried out up to the extension date.

3 Conduct of the project

3.1 The institution and the principal investigator must ensure that all the necessary legal and regulatory requirements relating to the project and the facilities used for the project are met at all times, and all of the necessary licences and approvals have been obtained. No grant to support any project involving research on humans or animals will be awarded unless evidence of relevant ethical committee approval and/or certification/licences is provided with the application, and such approval and certification/licence must be maintained for the duration of the project.

3.2 The institution and the principal investigator shall ensure that the project is carried out according to good practice amongst the research community and avoid any actual or perceived conflict of interest. The institution must have in place adequate formal written procedures for the handling of allegations of misconduct and fraud, and shall provide copies of such procedures to WCRF International on request and amend or revise them to take account of any reasonable requirements of WCRF International.

In the event of any allegations of misconduct or fraud (whether scientific, financial or otherwise) occurring it is the responsibility of the institution to investigate this fully. If a case of misconduct or fraud is suspected during the course of research, then WCRF International should be notified and kept informed of any developments. WCRF International reserves the right to terminate the grant and require a return of all or part of the grant in cases of misconduct or fraud, in accordance with section 8.1.

3.3 The institution and the principal investigator warrant that they have all the necessary resources and expertise to carry out the project, and will ensure that sufficient resources are dedicated to support the project. The institution and the principal investigator must notify WCRF International of any significant alteration to or divergence from the original aims and directions of the project.

3.4 The institution and the principal investigator must notify WCRF International promptly of any event in connection with the project that may cause adverse publicity to WCRF International or the grantor charity.

3.5 The institution and the principal investigator will maintain any information they receive about WCRF International or the grantor charity in strictest confidence and will not use, publish, or sell such information.

3.6 The institution and the principal investigator are responsible for ensuring full compliance with the General Data Protection Regulation (and any subsequent legislation and guidance) for the collection and storage of any personal data necessary for the grant.
4 Monitoring of the grant budget and management

4.1 The institution and the principal investigator are responsible for ensuring accurate financial tracking and management of the grant.

4.2 Liaison visits

During the grant period, WCRF International may wish to arrange with the principal investigator a liaison visit to the Institution, to discuss the progress of the project in more detail. The principal investigator will be asked to give a presentation on the progress of the project, followed by a more detailed evaluation of any issues that the principal investigator or WCRF International Science and Research Department would like to raise as part of the monitoring of the grant.

WCRF International science staff may be accompanied on the liaison visits by staff from other departments within the WCRF/AICR Network, such as colleagues from the Fundraising, Health Information or Communication departments. On occasions, journalists and/or potential fundraising donors may be invited to be part of the meeting. This is an excellent opportunity for WCRF/AICR Network non-science staff and for donors to learn more about the work funded by the WCRF/AICR Network, so the cooperation of the principal investigator in organising the meeting is appreciated.

The principal investigator and the institution agree that WCRF International staff may take photographs or video footage to document the liaison visit, as well as carry out interviews with the principal investigator and other relevant research staff members, and that any photos, video footage and interview copy or quotes collected during a liaison visit may be used in all WCRF/AICR Network external materials.

4.3 Final report

Within three months of the completion of the Grant Period, WCRF International requires a final comprehensive report to show the project’s accomplishments. WCRF International will send the principal investigator the relevant forms to complete. The final report must include:

- A final year progress report form – including a scientific summary, a plain language summary and a grant report. The scientific report can be up to 3,000 words (plus a reference section) including how the outcomes and achievements relate to the initial proposal and a list of publications, invited talks and any publicity resulting from the project;
- A final financial statement – signed by the principal investigator and a representative from the finance department of the institution;
- Electronic copies of all publications, manuscripts in review and accepted conference abstracts, posters and oral presentations associated with the project.

Failure to submit a final report may result in automatic disqualification from submitting a grant application to WCRF International and American Institute for Cancer Research for three years, or action being taken by WCRF International under section 8.1. Occasionally, the principal investigator may be asked to present the project’s findings to the grantor charity’s local offices at the end of the grant period.

4.4 Unexpended funds

All unexpended funds from the grant must be returned to WCRF International within three months of completion of the grant, along with the final financial report. WCRF International is not responsible for over expenditure on the project, for commitments against a grant not paid within 60 days after termination, or for expenditure incurred before the starting date of a grant. Unexpended funds from the grant may only be carried forward to any extended grant period with prior permission of WCRF International in accordance with section 2.8.

5 Dissemination acknowledgments

5.1 The principal investigator and the institution must acknowledge the grantor charity in all outputs relating to the grant and the project, as well as all PR (public relations) and communications activities relating to the grant and the project. All Public Relations (PR) and Communications activities must be conducted in liaison with the grantor charity Communications team, which must be informed at least four weeks prior to implementation.

The principal investigator and the institution must use the wording below when acknowledging a grant from the WCRF/AICR Network. When appropriate, such as on scientific journal articles, also include the grant number:

‘Funding for [grant number] was obtained from World Cancer Research Fund, as part of the World Cancer Research Fund International INSPIRE Research Challenge.’

‘Funding for [grant number] was obtained from Wereld Kanker Onderzoek Fonds, as part of the World Cancer Research Fund International INSPIRE Research Challenge.’

‘Funding for [grant number] was obtained from American Institute for Cancer Research, as part of the World Cancer Research Fund International INSPIRE Research Challenge.’
If a grant was co-funded by more than one of the WCRF/AICR Network charities, both charities must be acknowledged using the following wording, amended to refer to the relevant WCRF/AICR Network charities:

‘Funding for [grant number] was obtained from World Cancer Research Fund and American Institute for Cancer Research, as part of the World Cancer Research Fund International INSPIRE Research Challenge.’

Use of WCRF/AICR Network logos

Principal investigators must use the WCRF International INSPIRE and appropriate grantor charity’s logo in any materials regarding work that has been funded by the WCRF/AICR Network. All new principal investigators will be sent electronic copies of the WCRF International and appropriate grantor charity’s logo for use. If logos are updated, principal investigators will be sent new versions, which must be used. All such WCRF/AICR Network logos will remain the property of WCRF International or the appropriate grantor charity as the case may be.

5.2 The principal investigator and the institution must acknowledge their grant from the grantor charity in any publications, materials, or talks regarding the project, including but not limited to the following places:

a) Publications resulting from research supported wholly or in part by the WCRF/AICR Network;

b) Posters and/or presentations at conferences resulting from research supported wholly or in part by the WCRF/AICR Network;

c) Publicity materials, including press releases or advertisements for jobs related to the project or the grant;

d) Online promotional activity, including the WCRF/AICR Network websites, blogs, e-newsletters and social media

e) The Institution and/or the principal investigator’s research group website(s);

f) Invited talks to research institutions, hospitals or public lectures;

g) The institution’s institutional annual report and accounts; and

h) Other relevant output related to the research supported wholly or in part by the WCRF/AICR Network.

When required, please use the relevant logos for the WCRF/AICR Network members and WCRF International. Electronic copies of all relevant above materials must be sent to WCRF International prior to publication, to allow WCRF International to check and approve the correct grant acknowledgement and use of the logos.

5.3 Publication

The principal investigator should send copies of all published papers, submitted manuscripts and conference abstracts regarding the project to WCRF International, throughout the grant period and for three years after the grant has ended. The principal investigator must notify WCRF International as soon as a submitted manuscript under review is accepted for publication by a journal. This will enable the appropriate WCRF/AICR Network Communications team and the WCRF International Science and Research Department, in consultation with the lead author, to design appropriate plans for media and communications work prior to publication.

The principal investigator must inform WCRF International of the proposed publication date as soon as it is known, and must send WCRF International a copy of the final print version PDF file of the grant paper once the journal has made it available to them.

Publications resulting from research supported wholly or in part by the WCRF/AICR Network must contain an acknowledgement of the grantor charity as well as of WCRF International, in accordance with the acknowledgements section above.

5.4 Publication under open access

WCRF International encourages the institution and the principal investigator to, wherever possible, make publications arising from the project available under open access.

If the grant has been completed and papers have been accepted for publication after the grant’s end date, the principal investigator is encouraged to contact WCRF International to discuss the options available for open access dissemination of those papers.

5.5 Conferences/scientific meetings

Principal investigators and their collaborators are strongly encouraged to present the results of the project at appropriate conferences and relevant scientific meetings. Costs for such activities should be included as part of the budget available for travel and conferences, up to a maximum of $2,000 over the duration of the Grant Period. These funds are specifically to cover the expense of travelling to conferences and invited talks where findings relating to the grant will be presented in the form of a poster or oral presentation. Funds cannot be used for travel to other conferences.

The principal investigator is required to give WCRF International advance notice (two months if possible) of their attendance, or the attendance of any individuals working on the project, at such a conference and to acknowledge the grantor charity as well as WCRF International as part of the poster/oral presentation.
(see acknowledgements section above). The support of the grantor charity and WCRF International must be acknowledged in any conference poster or oral presentation resulting from research supported wholly or in part by the WCRF/AICR Network, in accordance with sections 5.1 and 5.2 above. The principal investigator must send WCRF International copies of accepted conference abstracts and posters. Please use the relevant WCRF/AICR Network logos in any conference poster or oral presentation resulting from research supported wholly or in part by the WCRF/AICR Network.

5.6 Publicity, engagement and communications with WCRF International

The institution and the principal investigator are required to work with WCRF International and the grantor charity to coordinate and maximise publicity and communication opportunities arising from the grant.

WCRF International would like for our researchers to contribute to its fundraising and engagement initiatives. This could be by hosting lab tours, speaking at events or writing articles or blogs for our website. We would also like for you to accept invitations to peer review grant applications for us, where appropriate.

5.7 Announcing the grant

A standard release form is included in the full application form, and it is required that the principal investigator sign and submit it as part of the full application. This form allows WCRF International and the grantor charity to describe the project and identify the institution, the principal investigator, and other investigators in health information, fundraising, and publicity materials.

WCRF International must be informed before any announcement is made in relation to the newly awarded grant through any external communication channel (e.g., institution newsletter, press release, social media).

Grant awards are announced on our websites and via social media after grants have been approved. In addition, if appropriate, press releases will be written by the WCRF/AICR Network and cleared through the principal investigator and/or the institution’s press office for general distribution. The principal investigator will need to be available for any interviews by the media.

A link to the WCRF International website should be added to relevant department or project pages of the institution and/or the principal investigator’s website. Please inform WCRF International as soon as the link has been added. WCRF International URL: www.wcrf.org

5.8 Publicising the grant progress and its findings

During the Grant Period, the institution, the principal investigator, publications and other activities relating to the project, such as a liaison visit, may be publicised by WCRF International. It is likely that from time to time, the institution and/or the principal investigator will be called upon to help with press calls or act as a spokesperson regarding the topic of their grant and we would ask that the institution and the principal investigator will assist with this wherever reasonably possible. Any press calls directed to the institution or the principal investigator will have been screened through the appropriate WCRF/AICR Network Communications team and discussed beforehand with the institution or the principal investigator.

Copies of papers due for publication in relation to the project must be forwarded to the Science and Research Department at WCRF International when publication is confirmed.

The appropriate WCRF/AICR Network Communications team will liaise with the principal investigator and the journal about the suitability of this work for a press release, embargoed until publication date. The press release will be written by the WCRF/AICR Network Communications team, in conjunction with the Science and Research Department, and cleared through the principal investigator and the institution’s press office as appropriate. Where the content of a press release cannot be agreed, neither the principal investigator, the institution, nor the WCRF/AICR Network should issue a press release.

The institution and the principal investigator may also be interviewed for an article to be featured in one of our WCRF/AICR Network charities’ newsletters, websites, or blogs, asked to contribute to blogs and/or social media activities, or on occasion asked to input into other WCRF/AICR Network activities relevant to their research work. They are also encouraged to be active on their own social media networks, in conjunction with the WCRF International Communications team, to assist the team in promoting their work.

In addition, the institution and the principal investigator might be asked to give a presentation on the project for events organised by WCRF International or other WCRF/AICR Network offices.
6 Intellectual property

WCRF International and the grantor charity recognise that intellectual property, including patentable inventions, may be developed in the course of the project. As organisations operating for the public benefit, WCRF International and the grantor charity are obliged to ensure that the useful results of the research that they wholly or partly fund are applied for the public good. In some circumstances, this obligation is best achieved through the protection of intellectual property, including by filing a patent application, and commercial exploitation of such intellectual property. The following conditions seek to ensure that this obligation is met:

6.1 To the extent that it does not already have such strategies and procedures in place, the Institution shall develop and implement strategies and procedures for the identification, protection, management and exploitation of any arising intellectual property.

6.2 The Institution shall ensure that all persons in receipt of the grant or working on the project (including the principal investigator, other investigators, researchers, employees, students, visiting fellows and subcontractors) are employed or retained by the institution on terms that vest in the institution all arising intellectual property. The institution shall not transfer ownership of any arising intellectual property to any third party without the prior written consent of WCRF International, and then only on terms which provide WCRF International with no less extensive rights than under section 6.3.

6.3 The Institution hereby grants WCRF International an irrevocable, perpetual, non-exclusive, sub-licensable, royalty-free licence to use all the arising intellectual property in all territories in all media in existence now or in the future. For the avoidance of doubt, this licence will remain in effect as long as the arising intellectual property remains in existence, notwithstanding the expiry or earlier termination of the grant.

6.4 The Institution shall promptly notify WCRF International in writing when any arising intellectual property comes into existence (which shall in any event be no later than one month after the institution or the principal investigator becomes aware of the arising intellectual property), and shall consult with WCRF International to discuss whether the protection, management and exploitation of such arising intellectual property is an appropriate means of achieving the public benefit, and if WCRF International reasonably believes it is then WCRF International shall establish (and the institution and the principal investigator shall adhere to) such strategy as it reasonably requires for such protection, management and exploitation. The institution shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that such arising intellectual property is protected and is not published or otherwise disclosed publicly prior to consultation with WCRF International.

6.5 The Institution must obtain the prior written consent of WCRF International before using, or authorising the use of, the arising intellectual property for any commercial purpose (which for the avoidance of doubt shall include any circumstances when payment is made for the use of the arising intellectual property). WCRF International is not obliged to grant consent, however this will not be unreasonably withheld provided that the proposed use does not run counter to WCRF International’s interests and objectives.

Any consent given by WCRF International will be conditional upon the institution, as a minimum:

a) Undertaking to adhere to a reasonable commercial strategy, approved by WCRF International, for the protection, management and exploitation of the relevant arising intellectual property;

b) Paying WCRF International and/or the grantor charity (as determined by WCRF International) a reasonable proportion of any revenue realised from any such commercial use; and

c) Accepting any revenue and equity-sharing terms which WCRF International notifies to the institution.

6.6 If the Institution does not wish to protect, manage or exploit any arising intellectual property or if the Institution fails to comply with the conditions in this section 6 or any agreed strategy for the protection, management or exploitation of the arising intellectual property, WCRF International may direct the Institution to:

a) Take immediate steps to protect the arising intellectual property as required in any strategy, at WCRF International’s expense; and/or

b) Immediately transfer the arising intellectual property to WCRF International.

Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, if the Institution does not intend to file a patent application or any other application for registration.

In connection with any arising intellectual property which is capable of protection through a patent or other registration, it shall notify WCRF International promptly and in any event at least six months prior to any deadline for filing the application or within two years of the arising intellectual property coming into existence, whichever is the earlier. The Institution shall take such steps as WCRF International directs to transfer ownership of such arising intellectual property to WCRF International so that WCRF International can register such arising intellectual property.
6.7 The institution agrees to, and will ensure that the principal investigator and its employees, students, and any third party acting on its behalf, perform all acts reasonably required by WCRF International to assist it in the protection and exploitation of the arising intellectual property.

6.8 If the institution wishes to use any third party to carry out its obligations with respect to this section 6, then it must provide details of the proposed third party to WCRF International and obtain WCRF International’s prior written approval, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed.

6.9 The institution shall use all reasonable endeavours to ensure that it is not subject to any consultancies, third party restrictions or other arrangements which might impact upon the arising intellectual property, and in particular the ownership of or rights to use the arising intellectual property. The institution shall not enter into any such arrangements after the date of the award letter without the prior written consent of WCRF International, and shall notify WCRF International of any existing arrangements in the application for the grant, or immediately on receipt of the award letter if the arrangements were entered into after submission of the application. WCRF International reserves the right to withdraw the offer of the grant or amend these terms and conditions on being notified that such an arrangement has been entered into.

6.10 Where the institution has agreed with WCRF International that a patent application should be filed, or any other steps should be taken to register any arising intellectual property, the institution shall keep WCRF International informed of the progress of such applications or registrations and shall agree in advance with WCRF International the name(s) under which the applications or registrations shall be filed.

No patent application or other application for registration shall be abandoned by the institution without first notifying WCRF International in writing and without providing WCRF International with the opportunity and all reasonable assistance necessary to continue the application at WCRF International’s expense.

6.11 The institution agrees that if it or its licensee has not taken reasonable steps within three years (or any reasonable length of time under the circumstances) after a patent or other registration has been issued on any arising intellectual property to bring that arising intellectual property to the point of practical application, and cannot show any valid reason for this, it shall take such steps as WCRF International directs to transfer that patent or registration to WCRF International, to cancel any outstanding exclusive licences under the patent, and/or to grant licences under the patent to parties designated by WCRF International on whatever terms are reasonable under the circumstances.

6.12 The principal investigator and the institution shall provide regular reports, on at least a yearly basis, updating WCRF International on any publication, sale, or public use of any arising intellectual property.

7 Data protection

WCRF International, all grantor charities, all signatories, grant holders, and the institution shall comply with their obligations under applicable data protection legislation, including, as applicable, the Data Protection Act 2018 and General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) (or its equivalent implementing legislation) and including where applicable the guidance and codes of practice issued by the Information Commissioner or any other relevant regulator. Any data protection terms in this clause shall have the meaning ascribed to them by the GDPR.

7.1 WCRF International and all signatories, grant holders, and the institution agree that any processing operations under the conditions of grant conform to the following description:

7.2 WCRF International as data controller

WCRF International is required to process personal data in order to process the application and/or grant, for the purposes of audit, evaluation, management and for promoting the work of WCRF International and the grant.

This personal data shall include but not limited to, information relating to staff, applicants, co-applicants, principal investigators, and other individuals involved in the research conducted under the grant. It shall include such information as names, job titles, work email addresses, CVs, salaries, contact information and workplace incidents.

Personal data relating to the applicant(s) and/or individuals funded by the grant may be disclosed to and processed by external peer reviewers, government, and other research bodies, some of whom may be based outside the European Economic Area.

WCRF International may publish personal data of the grant holder(s) and others funded by WCRF International and the title and abstract of the subject matter of any grant on its website or in its annual report or other publications from time to time.

7.3 The institution as data controller

The institution will be the data controller for all personal data processed under the Grant.

WCRF International may contact principal investigators, any co-applicants, and their institutions by post, telephone, or e-mail about their grants and the other research activities of the grantor charity.
8 Termination

8.1 WCRF International or the institution may terminate the grant by giving at least three months’ notice in writing. If the grant is terminated under this section 8.1, the institution shall retain any portion of the grant already committed, and shall return to the grantor charity, via WCRF International, any unexpended and uncommitted portion of the grant. If the grant is terminated by WCRF International under this section 8.1, the institution shall be entitled to be reimbursed by WCRF International for any reasonable costs incurred in carrying out the project, up until the expiry of the notice, which were in accordance with the budget submitted with the application and which are not covered by any portion of the grant already paid to the institution.

8.2 WCRF International may, at its sole discretion, require the return of some or all of the grant and/or terminate the grant immediately if:

a) The grant, or any part of it, is used for any purposes other than the project without the prior written agreement of WCRF International;

b) The institution or the principal investigator fails to comply with any of these terms and conditions and fails to rectify any such failure within 30 days of receiving written notice from WCRF International detailing the failure;

c) The principal investigator ceases to carry out or supervise the project without any replacement being agreed by WCRF International;

d) The institution or the principal investigator act in a way which, in the reasonable opinion of WCRF International, brings or is likely to bring the name or reputation of WCRF International or the grantor charity into disrepute or damage their names or reputations in any way (including, but not limited to, if any fraud is intended to cover);

e) The institution or the principal investigator obtain duplicate funding from a third party for the project or the same aspects of the project as the grant is intended to cover;

f) The institution or the principal investigator provide WCRF International with any materially misleading or inaccurate information, whether in the grant application form or otherwise; or

g) The institution ceases to operate, passes a resolution (or any court of competent jurisdiction makes an order) that it be wound up or dissolved other than for the purpose of a bona fide and solvent reconstruction or amalgamation, becomes insolvent or is placed into receivership, administration or liquidation, has a petition presented for its winding up, enters into any arrangement or composition for the benefit of its creditors, or is unable to pay its debts as they fall due.

9 Limitation of liability

9.1 Neither WCRF International nor the grantor charity accept any responsibility or liability for any expenditure or liabilities arising out of the grant, the project, or these terms and conditions.

9.2 The institution shall be fully responsible and liable (and neither WCRF International nor the grantor charity shall be liable), financially and otherwise, for all liabilities, expenditure, claims, demands, actions, costs, expenses, losses, and damages arising out of or in relation to:

a) any non-payment of the grant on any due date; and

b) any use of the grant or conduct of the project.

9.3 Neither WCRF International nor the grantor charity shall indemnify the institution against any claim for compensation or against any other claims for which the institution may be liable.

9.4 Nothing in these terms and conditions shall limit or exclude any party’s liability for death or personal injury caused by that party’s negligence, or fraud or fraudulent representation.

10 Entire agreement, assignment, conflict, and non-waiver

10.1 These terms and conditions, together with the award letter, constitute the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the grant and shall have effect to the exclusion of any other representation, agreement, or understanding of any kind between the parties preceding the date of the award letter and relating to the grant.

10.2 WCRF International may amend these terms and conditions and the award letter at any time, and shall give notice in writing to the institution and the principal investigator of any such amendment.

10.3 Neither the institution nor the principal investigator shall assign or sub-contract any of their rights or obligations under these terms and conditions without WCRF International’s prior consent.

10.4 In the event of any conflict between the provisions of these terms and conditions and the award letter, the provisions of the award letter shall take precedence over the provisions of these terms and conditions.

10.5 No failure or delay by a party to exercise any right or remedy provided under this agreement or by law shall constitute a waiver of that or any other right or remedy, nor shall it prevent or restrict the further exercise of that or any other right or remedy. No single or partial exercise of such right or remedy shall prevent or restrict the further exercise of that or any other right or remedy.
11 Notices

Any notice or other document given under this agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given if left or sent by hand, by registered post, or by email to a party. Any notice or other document shall be deemed to have been received by the addressee following receipt of dispatch if the notice or other document is sent by registered post or simultaneously where the delivery or transmission is sent by hand or given by email. Notice shall not have been properly given by email if the sender of an email receives notification that the email has not been delivered.

12 Governing law and jurisdiction

These terms and conditions and the award letter shall be governed by English law and the parties irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of the English courts in any legal proceedings regarding any claim or matter relating to these terms and conditions, the award letter, or the grant.